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The pointy shape of 
China’s new trains 
helps them go faster.
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The country of China has a new 
group of bullet trains called 

Rejuvenation. They are the fastest passenger trains 
in the world. Their pointy shape is the key to their 
speed. These trains can go up to 400 kilometers  
(249 mi.) per hour. That’s faster than a race car!

Rejuvenation also has a safety system. The system 
finds hazards and slows the train without any help 
from people. Engineers made this system to help 
keep passengers safe.

From Fast to Faster
China may not have the fastest passenger trains for 
long. Maglev trains can go much faster than bullet 
trains. Bullet trains run on tracks. But maglev trains 
have strong magnets. The magnets make them 
float (or levitate) above the tracks! 

Japan’s maglev trains hold the world record for 
speed. One of these trains reached 603 kilometers 
(374 mi.) per hour during a test. But these trains  
are not ready for passengers yet. 

Companies in the United States are working on 
another kind of fast train. They are testing maglev 
trains that travel inside a special tube called a 
hyperloop. Engineers think hyperloop trains will  
be much faster than other trains. In a hyperloop, 
there is not much air to slow them down.
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College students from Germany built the 
fastest model hyperloop train.

A Winning Team 
A U.S. company held a contest for college students. 
Each student team designed and built a small 
version—or model—of a hyperloop train. The fastest 
one went 324 kilometers (201 mi.) per hour. It was 
powered by a small electric motor and wheel. The 
company plans to have another contest. Students will 
try to build even faster trains. Maybe one day you, 
too, will help design the fast trains of the future!  v

World’s Fastest Trains Hit the Rails

A bullet train is powered by electrical wires.

A hyperloop train is powered by electromagnets that make 
the train float in the hyperloop tube.

BULLET TRAIN

HYPERLOOP MAGLEV TRAIN
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Few people have perfect teeth. 
Many of us need braces, and  

some need to have teeth pulled. Why are teeth so 
troublesome? It turns out our jaws are too small  
to fit our teeth. 

Genes are tiny parts of our cells that are passed  
down from our parents. Some genes control traits  
that can change after we’re born. For example,  
genes influence the size of the jaw, but hard  
chewing can make the jaw grow longer. Today’s  
young children eat a lot of soft foods, so their jaws  
tend to be short. Long ago, humans ate tougher  
foods, and their jaws grew longer, which made  
room for all their teeth to fit nicely. 

Other genes control traits that do not change after 
we’re born. These include the number and size of  
our teeth. Since our teeth haven’t changed to fit the 
smaller jaw, some people will still need braces.  v

Lots of people love the 
color blue. But blue flowers 

are rare in nature. Flowers get their color from 
a kind of matter called pigment. Flowers that 
are blue don’t actually have blue pigment. 
Instead, their color often comes from changes 
to a red pigment. Some chemicals can make  
a red pigment look blue.

Scientists from Japan set out to make truly 
blue chrysanthemums, or mums for short. 
They changed the genes that control flower 
color. First, they added a gene from a different 
flower that is naturally blue. But the new 
mums were violet—not blue. So they added  
a gene from another blue flower. This changed 
the red pigment in the mums enough to make 
the blooms turn blue!

You probably will not see these blue mums  
in the store. Laws in many countries limit the 
sale of living things with genetic changes.  v
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New F l ower  
Is  True B l ue

Mums are naturally yellow, white, pink, 
or red. These new blue mums are 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs).

Tooth Troubles? Check Your Jaw
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Eight kids with disabilities got to  
be astronauts for a day. They got  

to ride in a special airplane. This plane flies in a wavy 
path of ups and downs. Each rise and fall creates the 
effect of weightlessness. The kids started to float, spin, 
and glide in the air. It was almost like being in space!

The kids also did science experiments during the flight. 
They wanted to learn how weightless objects move  

and change. Some kids lit candles or mixed different 
liquids together. Others played “weightless ping-pong” 
with bubbles.

The flight was part of a European Space Agency (ESA) 
program. The ESA director and six astronauts joined  
the kids on their flight. Two other disabled adults  
came, too. They all had the ride of their lives!  v

Read the story about the 
world’s fastest trains to 
find out how fast each 
train can go. Then make 
a bar graph to compare 
their speeds. Draw a bar 
above the name of each 
train. Make each bar the 
correct height to show 
the speed of that train.

Comparing Fast Trains

Graph Answers: China’s bullet–400 kph; Japan’s maglev–603 kph; hyperloop model–324 kph
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People from five countries in 
Europe took a special flight.

Train Speeds
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